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10/03/2019 | Linux Headlines [2]

PostgreSQL 12 is here with performance gains and more, Google plans to phase out mixed
security content in Chrome, and a new funding source for The Document Foundation.

The Coffee Shop Problem | TechSNAP 413 [3]

We peer into the future with a quick look at quantum supremacy, debate the latest DNS over
HTTPS drama, and jump through the hoops of HTTP/3.
Plus when to use WARP, the secrets of Startpage, and the latest Ryzen release.

LHS Episode #306: The Weekender XXXV [4]

It's time once again for The Weekender. This is our bi-weekly departure into the world of
amateur radio contests, open source conventions, special events, listener challenges, hedonism
and just plain fun. Thanks for listening and, if you happen to get a chance, feel free to call us
or e-mail and send us some feedback. Tell us how we're doing. We'd love to hear from you.

Command Line Heroes season 3, episode 8: The C Change [5]

C and UNIX are at the root of modern computing. Many of the languages we've covered this
season are related to or at least influenced by C. But UNIX and C only happened because a
few developers at Bell Labs created both as a skunkworks project.

Reality 2.0 ? Destroy This Podcast [6]

Katherine Druckman, Doc Searls, and Petros Koutoupis talk about ownership, freedom, and
convenience in the digital world.

Lubuntu 19.10 Beta Run Through [7]

In this video, we are looking at Lubuntu 19.10 Beta.
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